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1 

Modification:  

 Printed work should be presented in a size and style appropriate for the pupil. Ask 

the teacher of VI for advice on this. 

 Check the suitability of materials by asking the pupil to read a few words.  

 Avoid photocopying and use matt laminating pouches to avoid glare.  

 The quality of the text is very important. A poor quality enlarged copy could be less 

accessible than the original. 

2 

Seating: 

 Sit the pupil at the front of the class and think about the peers that sit with them.  

 Most young people with a VI benefit from sitting near to the focus of the learning 

activity. 

 Speak to the teacher of VI to get advice on what position would be most 

appropriate. 

3 

Environment: 

 Keep a predictable and consistent classroom environment. 

 Have clearly labelled resources, drawers and displays. 

 Provide additional space at the pupil’s desk for equipment, large print papers etc. 

 Provide storage space for folders/equipment in the classroom. 

 A school’s environment can help to support their mobility and promote their 

independence. 

4 

Lighting: 

 Lighting should be of a good quality, even and without glare.  

 Control the sunlight with blinds. 

 Do not sit pupil facing window unless they or the teacher of VI request it.  

 Optimum lighting can make a big difference to the pupil’s vision; having good control 

of lighting in the classroom will help you achieve this. 

 

5 

Learning displays: 

 Learning displays may not be accessible for pupils with VI and therefore key 

information will need to be highlighted to accommodate for this lack of incidental 

learning.  

 If a display is to be used for a learning activity, create a personal copy for the pupil.   

 The pupil will benefit from having the same access to the rich learning environment 

as their peers. 
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6 

Acoustics: 

 Ensure that the level of the teacher’s voice or other learning media is heard well 

above background noise. 

 Pupils with a VI may not have the visual support of watching lip formation or other 

cues, they will therefore benefit from being in a good acoustic environment. 

7 

Real objects: 

 Use real objects for learning activities where possible. An example of this could be 

the use of money.   

 If the teacher is showing the class an object, allow the pupil with VI to explore a 

similar object at the same time, or perhaps before the activity. 

 A pupil with a VI will benefit from experiencing all the sensory information that a real 

object provides. This will give better access to the learning activity and contribute to 

their understanding of the world. 

8 

Whiteboard: 

 Clear black rather than coloured pens provide a better contrast on whiteboards.  

 Clean whiteboards regularly.  

 Create a modified print copy of the whiteboard content, or allow the pupil to use the 

teacher’s monitor. You could provide whiteboard materials on a USB or on the 

network and allow the pupil to access using technology. 

 Whiteboards may not be accessible, if this is the case an alternative needs to be 

provided. If you want to assess the accessibility of the whiteboard discretely ask the 

pupil to read a few words. 

 Teachers need to ensure that they write clearly and enunciate as they write.  

9 

Reading and recording: 

 Where appropriate allow the pupil to use wide lined paper and a bold pen.  

 When marking work use a clear contrasting pen and write in large print. 

 A pupil with a VI may take longer to read and record information, causing fatigue. 

They will benefit from differentiation which allows them to complete tasks at the 

same time as their peers. 

10 

Social communication: 

 Use pupil names in class discussions and use 'radio speak'. Give clear directions; 

avoid statements like 'over there'.  

 Ensure that the child with a VI is facing you before you begin to speak, particularly 
when they have their hand up to answer a question. 

 A pupil with a VI might not be able to see gestures and facial expressions and will 
therefore need verbal cues.  
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For further information, help and guidance contact the Sensory Needs 

Service: 

 

01273 481154 

SCSN.SCSN@eastsussex.gov.uk 
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